
RESTRICTED PRODUCT OF THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS
OF MATRICES OVER A FINITE FIELD

BY

]. CARLITZ

1. Put GF(q), the finite field of order q and let ,. denote the set of
m X m matrices M with elements in . We separate into similarity classes
and let denote a set of representatives of the similarity classes. Now put

U ,o.,,f(M),
where the product is extended over the elements of nd

f(M) det(xI-- M).
It is known [1] that

Fm HdegA=mJ(X),
the product of the monic polynomials of degree m in GF[q, x], satisfies

Fm m--1
X
qs=0(x ).

We shall show that

(1)

where

(2)

and 5(m) is defined by

Um ]IT=IF

u,(m) _,>_ s{(m- st) q(m- s(t + ))}

moreover
A/[A++, (j 1, m);

f(M) det (xI- M) A1 A.... Am

m deg A1 q- deg A. q- q- deg A.
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2. Let A, A, A denote the invariant fctors of xI M, so that
the A are monic polynomials in GF[q, x] that stisfy

(3) (m) Z: qc+=+...+....
the summation extending over all nonnegative cl, c, such that

c -k 2c -4- -k mc, m.

It is known [2] that #(m) is equal to the number of similarity classes of m X m
matrices over .
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If we put

then

also if

()

then

A B, A As-B BB2... B

f(M) B’B’#-1... B,,,

bi degBj

(j= 1,...,m)

(j= 1, .-.,m)

(5) m mb + m 1) b. + + b
Except for this condition the B are arbitrary monie polynomials. It there-
fore follows from the definition of Um that

(6) g IIrr- ,
where the produe extends over M1 monic polynomials B,, ..., B ha
satisfy (4) and (5). Making use of the definition of F i is clear tha (6)
reduces to

(7) Um H "mqb--bl(m--1)qb--b2 qb--bm
bl b2 Fbm

where b b + b2 + + b nd the product extends over all nonnegative
integers b, b2, b that satisfy (5).

It is convenient to change the notation slightly. If we put

c b_+ (j 1, ..., m)
then (7) becomes

c_12qC_C mqe--cm(s) u Fg, _ ..._,,,
where c c + c + + c and the product now is over all non-negative
Cl, c, c such that

(9) Cl + 2c + + mc m.

Clearly (8) implies

(10) u Hr= F:’(),
where

11 ut(m) r(m) i=t jqki+...+k--ki,

where the outer sum is over all partitions

(12) m k + 2ke + 3kz + ....
Then by 11 and (12)

X:=o u, (m)x X:=o x X.() X=, JqX+"’+=-
.=,...=o z’+=+’" 2=, jq(’+=+’")-’
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E:--o (,)x ::=o z E+.+ ++
H:=(1 x)-

nd

so that

2,% ==o ,()’ X:=o ()z X% J 2,% ’’(1 qx).
This implies

:=o ,()z :=o ()x E% ix’(1 qx)
and therefore

u,(m) >j{(m jt) q(m j(t + 1))}.
This completes the proof of (2).

In particular we have

u(m) (0) 1,

u_(m) (1) q(0) 0

Note that

um_(m) fl(2) q(1) q

um_a(m) (3) q(2) q

um_(m) (4) q(3) q2 + q

(m > 2).

(m > 4)

(, > 6)

(. > 8).

m(,) ET=, tq ut(m).

This can be verified directly, thus affording a prtial check of (1).
from

,=o 5(m)x II (1 qxn)-1

It follows

by differentiating with respect to x that

(14) , m(m)x H7 (1 qx’)-. -27 nqx’/(1 qx).

On the other hand

(13)

3. Comparing degrees on both sides of (1) and using the fact that the num-
ber of factors in the product (6) is (m), we get
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Z:=0 fl(m)x {,:t= stqtx"t Z,t= s(t 1)qx’}

Comparing this with (14) it is evident that we have proved (13).
Incidentally it follows from (14) that

(15) mfl(m) a(j)fl(m j),

where

Note that, for q 1, fl (m) reduces to p(m), the number of unrestricted
partitions of m.

4. U can also be exhibited in the form

(16) U, IIk%l (xqk x) u’(’)

Indeed by (1)

% (x’ x)E’’-’’
so that

q u,(m)

q’- .s{(- t) q.(- (t + 1))

Thus

(17) u’(n) .zs(m s).

Since u’(m) qu’+(m) u(m), it is evident that (17) and (2) are
equivalent.

It would be of interest to evaluate

Y II det (xI M),
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where now the product is over all . We can show that

(18) V IItl Ft()

or equivalently

(19) V IItl (xq* x) vt’(m).

However it seems difficult to ewluate (m) or vt(m).
To prove (18) let xI- M hve elementury divisors P, where

deg P d. An exact formul for the number of nonsingulr mtrices that
commute with M is known [3, pp. 229-236]. This number depends only on
the elementary divisors but is very complicated. Let e(], d) represent
this number and let g(m) be the totul number of nonsingular m X m matrices.
Then

N(, d) g(m)/e(lc, d)

is the number of matrices similar to M. It follows that

the product extending over ll irreducible P of degree d such thut

m ,j d ]ci.
Since

P (x x)

it is evident that (20) implies (19) which in turn implies (18). Unfortunately
the value of v(t) obtained in this way is very complicated.
To illustrate we compute V by g direct method. Take

so that

Then
xI M x a-- d)x -- ad bc.

V2 Ha,b,c,d (X a + d)x -4- ad bc)

the product extending over all a, b, c, d GF( q). Now

Hb (y be) yq HbO Hc (y bc)

Yq IIc (y c)q-

yq (yq y) q-.

If we take y (x a)(x d) it, is clear that

V2 Ha,d (x a)q(x d) q. II,., x2q x (a + d)(x x) )-

(xq- x)q.(xq- x- a(xq- x))q(q-)
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(x_ ){(x z)_ (z- z)-(x" x)}(-"
(x )( x)(q ){( + z) (x +
(x z)+ ( x)(-.

Thus

21 V (Xq X
qaTq2 xq2 X

q2--q Fq

6. We can compute vm(m) v(m) in the following way. If
det (xI M) P, where P is an irreducible polynomial of degree m, then
M is nonderogatory. Thus the matrices that commute with M are given by
f(M), where f(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree <m. To get the
nonsingular matrices that commute with M we take f(x) 0. Thus the
number of nonsingular matrices that commute with M is equal to qm 1.
Therefore the number of matrices similar to M is g(m) / q 1), where g(m)
is the number of nonsingular m >( m matrices. It follows at once that

v(m) v(m) g(m)/(q"- 1)
(22)

(q,_ q)(qm__ q) (q,__ qm-i).

It is also not difficult to computev_(m)form > 2. Putdet(xI- M)
(x a)P, where P is irreducible of degree m 1. As before M is non-
derogatory and we find that the number of nonsingular matrices that com-
mute with M is equal to (q 1) (qm--i 1). Then the number of matrices
similar to M is equal to

(q- 1)-(q-1 1)-g(m).

(23) v_(n) q(q- 1)-(q-t- 1)-g(m) (m > 2).
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